November Affiliate Newsletter
The winter chill has just about arrived, but the sun promises to shine on you
and your players Vista Gaming's flaming-hot November treats.
Yes, tis' the season for...true Las Vegas thrills, so let’s roll!

Casino News
While it might be the magic that gets them all those super wins, we prefer to
celebrate the good times with a bunch of ultra-cool casino giveaways. Make
sure to rock your players with these ultra-high-performance promos.
Shaking things up this month are a list of explosive events such as the weekly
$1,125 Dragon Hunter Tournament and the $1,100 Blackjack Tourneys.
What about bonuses, you say? Then, look no further than our Bonus
Bonanza and Live Dealer Cashback promos. And, the players definitely can't
miss the thrill of the spin in the Free Spins Mania and Free Kick Spinback
giveaways, either.
So, share and shine this month, partner!

Vegas Crest Casino

It's time to quench your players' insatiable hunger for free bonuses. Offer new
players a mouth-watering $5 Free Casino Chip from Vegas Crest Casino, and
you may be rewarded with a lavish dose of vitamin M (cha-ching).
Don't forget to give them a nice booster to get lucky with an explosive 200%
Welcome Bonus of up to $1,000 + 50 Free Spins offer - and get your
winning game on. Yowza!

Get your players to slip on their snow boots for a snowtastic arctic adventure
with Vegas Crest Brasil's 20 Free Signup Spins on Yak, Yeti & Roll slot
game.
If that's not enough, big wins are only a snowdrift away with a 300% First
Deposit Slots Bonus – and Vegas Crest Brasil has over 1,200 top games for
an engaging gaming experience.
Push these on-request, exclusive offers and you may just find yourself under
an avalanche of cash!

CyberSpins Casino

NEW WARM WELCOME! CyberSpins is giving all new players never-ending
reasons to love winters! Yes, the temperature's rising for some hot casino
action with our winter-special Welcome Bonus of 300% Bonus up to $1,500
on the first 3 deposits and reload bonuses on all deposits!
Go on, treat your players to these scorching season-specials and feel warm
and fuzzy with lavish commissions!

Bingo News
We heard your players' call for another month of exciting bingo action with
rewarding promotions, and we're answering.
Thrilling ways to win start with exciting events such as the stunning $3,500
City Bingo Tourney. Rewards keep coming thick and fast in the Dream
Nickel Cashback promo that serves your players generous bingo bonus and
cashback. Juicy jackpots, anyone?! The all-thrills Epic Bingo Party will be
gracing our bingos again, with that booming $10,000 guaranteed-game.
So, get your bingo champs here, pronto!

A $50 Free Bingo Bonus? Yes, please! CyberBingo's generous freebie is the
perfect welcome gift for new players to have the time of their lives, specially
when they can enter the $10,000 CASH game and pre-order for the Epic
Event.
More yummy rewards come to delight your players in the form of a spectacular
500% First Deposit Bonus Offer. So, get 'em ready to rule the game like
never before with CyberBingo's unique offering - custom bingo cards that
allows the players to choose their favorite, lucky numbers. Yay!
Push these hot offers and march towards the big bucks, amigo. Exclusive
offers for BingoFest and BingoSpirit are also available on request.

Let’s make this month bigger and better than ever! Contact Vistagaming
Affiliates today and get your welcome offer, marketing material and exclusive
tracking links.
Email to let us know if you would like to promote our monthly press releases.
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